


On January 17th, 2015, a new kind of Natural History Museum opened in 

Dallas Contemporary’s placid galleries. By displaying collections that had been 

painstakingly assembled over a number of years, the institution aimed to reference 

the entire knowledge gathered within a scarcely anticipated world. Which world 

exactly? Scholars, scientists, experts and journalists, who had for some time 

attempted to gravitate towards this no less than obscure museum, no longer tried to 

find an answer to this question.

Local personalities and public figures, all in attendance for the Grand Opening, would 

thus wander from one fresco to the other, going through each gallery as slowly and in 

the same involved manner as a child would leaf through an encyclopedic collection. 

Zoology, botany, vegetable, evolution, ecology, geology, sexuality, reproductive 

cycles, alchemy, phenomenology, physics, chemistry, representational codes, raw 

materials, politics, ideology, occult... Step by step, everyone would discover to their 

amazement the almost manic inventory listing every single exemplar on view. And 

whilst some would give themselves over to the poetry of this odd congregation, others 

would lose patience as they most probably sensed that those valued collections were 

connected by some inaccessible authority. By dusk, all would nonetheless concur 

that they saw in this the accurate transcript of a world mercifully arising where ours 

seemed to fade gradually.

Yet, an event was to brutally interrupt the winter’s stillness in which everyone’s 

thoughts had tried to rise. 

Trapped in a riveting terror, the museum went through the dawn of its existence to 

the rythm of blows, structures crashing, sculptures smashing to pieces, paintings 

ripping open, sprinklers spurting out, stories slipping away... whilst no one once 

managed to hold back the astonishing savagery brought into play. The building was 

somehow evacuated.

On January 19th, 2015, the museum opened to the public, the partially devastated 

artwork being shown as it was. The directors had resolved to proceed with the official 

opening, certainly unwilling to abandon the dream this event had brought forth, 

whilst the reasons why the collections had been vandalized in such a way remained 

unclear.

Hence, on that January morning, a few visitors rushed at the museum’s entrance. The 

museum was now deserted, as if fastened in ice, frozen in time. Everyone observed 

the strange disaster that had struck the museum, without perhaps realizing that the 

actual space through which they were moving was precisely the thin line persisting 

in between two contradictory possibilities: the memory of                                 a 

perfectly hierarchical conservatory and its enigmatic annihilation. Thus plunged 

into a state of permanent irresolution, the entity was to fully disappear soon, before 

revealing the key to this scarcely anticipated world. 
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GALLERY #3 _ LAYOUT VIEW





GALLERY #3 _ 3D PREVIEW
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